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Abstract

To address questions regarding microphysical processes occurring in the core North 

American monsoon region, data from NCAR’s S-band, polarimetric, Doppler radar (S-Pol), 

deployed during the North American Monsoon Experiment (NAME) in summer 2004, was used 

to investigate the location, size, and type of hydrometeors in convection. A cell identification and 

tracking algorithm was applied to this data over 100 hours of microphysical scans, characterized 

by increased temporal and vertical resolution, to locate and track individual convective elements. 

Only isolated cells over land were included for this study to investigate potential elevation-

dependent trends in microphysical processes in this region. 

Examples of intense, isolated convection over all elevations revealed deep cells and 

polarimetric signatures comparable to other studies of tropical and mid-latitude convection. A 

case over the low terrain highlighted deep, isolated convection with precipitation-sized ice 

extending to 15 km. In addition, the presence of ZDR columns in these cells indicated the lofting 

of supercooled water above the melting level, and an enhanced LDR “cap” above the column 

implied subsequent freezing to produce graupel. Similar features were also observed in an 

isolated cell over the western slopes, highlighting the combined roles of collision-coalescence 

and melting precipitation-sized ice for producing intense rainfall over the lower elevations. 

Despite previous observations of weaker and shallower cells with less precipitation ice over the 

Sierra Madre Occidental (SMO), case studies and general statistics using polarimetric data reveal 

the potential for accretional processes to also play an important role in producing intense rainfall 

over these higher elevations. For these isolated SMO cells, reduced warm-cloud depths, 

increased ice mass observed just above the melting level, and a narrower distribution of drop 

sizes suggest a reduced role of warm-rain processes compared to intense cells over the lower 
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terrain. A potential relationship between microphysical processes and degree of organization is 

also hypothesized and will be the focus of a future study.
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1. Introduction

The North American Monsoon (NAM) develops in the Northern Hemisphere summer in 

response to changes in large-scale land-sea temperature contrasts (Higgins et al. 1997). Similar to its 

Asian counterpart, the onset of the NAM is characterized by a reversal in the mean low-level flow 

(Badan-Dangon et al. 1991) and marks an abrupt transition from hot, dry weather to relatively cooler, 

wetter conditions in the semiarid regions of southwestern U.S. and western Mexico (e.g., Douglas et al. 

1993; Adams and Comrie 1997). Areas in northwestern Mexico receive 50–80 % of the annual water 

through monsoon rainfall (Gochis et al. 2006), highlighting the need to accurately model and forecast 

precipitation within this core monsoon region. The predictability of warm-season rainfall in this region 

is limited by the lack of understanding of the nature of the precipitating systems, and further 

complicated by the presence of steep topography (e.g., Adams and Comrie 1997; Berbery 2001; Gochis 

et al. 2002). A comprehensive network of instrumentation was deployed for the North American 

Monsoon Experiment (NAME) during the summer of 2004 to characterize and understand precipitation 

processes influenced by the complex terrain in northwestern Mexico (Higgins et al. 2006). The Sierra 

Madre Occidental (SMO), extending above 3 km, dominates the local topography of this core monsoon 

region and has been found to strongly influence the diurnal cycle of NAM precipitation (e.g., Gochis et 

al. 2004, 2007; Lang et al. 2007). Gochis et al. (2004), using data from the NAME Event Rain gauge 

Network (NERN), described an elevation-dependent diurnal cycle in precipitation where rainfall occurs 

earliest and most frequently over the SMO, followed by a late evening/overnight peak across lower

elevations with less frequency, but greater intensity. This diurnal trend has been mostly attributed to a 

westward propagation of systems off the SMO and upscale growth into mesoscale convective systems 

(MCSs) over the coastal plain (Lang et al. 2007).

In addition to the diurnal variability of precipitation, the vertical structure and microphysical 

characteristics of convection require investigation to improve the understanding and prediction of 

warm-season rainfall in the NAM region. In particular, knowledge of the microphysical structure is 
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crucial for accurate estimates of precipitation from remote sensing observations (e.g., Nesbitt et al. 

2008). In addition, hydrometeor identification allows for microphysical and convective 

parameterizations to be validated and improved, which significantly affect the model-simulated

regional climate during the NAM (e.g., Gochis et al. 2002). Previous studies from NAME have shown 

that convection over the high terrain of the SMO tends to be shallower than convection over the 

foothills and lower terrain (e.g., Nesbitt et al. 2008; Rowe et al. 2008). Analyses of heat sources, 

heating rates, and moisture sources/sinks over the SMO also indicate shallow convection over the high 

terrain during the early afternoon hours (Johnson et al. 2010), consistent with radar and satellite 

observations. In addition to taller echo tops, Rowe et al. (2008) illustrated that convection over the 

coastal plain was characterized by greater warm-cloud depths, defined as the distance between the 

lifting condensation level and the melting level, located at an average height of 5 km, and therefore a 

deeper layer over which accretional growth could occur. Rowe et al. (2008) suggested that the 

elevation-dependent trends in rainfall intensity may be explained by the observed differences in warm-

cloud depth between the SMO and coastal plain. In addition, vertically intense cells containing large 

ice particles (i.e., graupel and small hail) have been observed in the NAME domain (Higgins et al. 

2006), suggesting a contribution of cold cloud processes to rainfall production. Therefore, a major 

remaining objective of NAME (and the basis of this study) is to determine microphysical processes, 

including the relative roles of warm-rain and ice-based particle growth, as a function of topography.

A recent study by Lang et al. (2010), using radar data from NAME, further suggested an 

increase in intensity of all convective features in the domain with decreasing elevation. Their analyses 

revealed an increase in ice and water masses associated with convection over the lower terrain, as well 

as larger rain drops compared to over the SMO. These results further indicate differences in 

microphysical processes as a function of elevation, where shallower warm-cloud depths and liquid 

water mass imply a lesser role of warm-rain processes in convection over the higher terrain, yet 
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increased ice mass over the coastal plain suggest an important contribution from ice-based processes in 

enhancing rainfall intensity.

In order to address remaining questions about the microphysical processes occurring in this 

region, this study used data from the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) S-band 

polarimetric, Doppler radar (S-Pol) to provide information regarding the distribution and evolution of 

hydrometeor types in NAME convection that could be detected by S-Pol. Compared to previous 

NAME studies that included all precipitating features, this analysis focuses on unorganized convection 

to evaluate the vertical structure and temporal evolution of individual convective elements through a 

case study approach. A follow on study will examine the characteristics of organized (mesoscale) 

convection in this core monsoon region. Section 2 of this paper describes the cell tracking algorithm 

and feature analysis used to identify isolated convection. Examples of convective cells spanning a 

range of topography will be presented in Section 3 to investigate the distribution and evolution of 

hydrometeors within isolated cells. Cell characteristics inferred from these case studies will be placed 

within the greater context of unorganized convection in Section 4 through a more general analysis 

using polarimetric radar data. Lastly, overall conclusions will be discussed in Section 5.

2. Data and Methodology

a. S-Pol data

During the 2004 NAME field campaign, the NCAR S-Pol radar was located along the Gulf of 

California coast about 90 km north of Mazatlan, providing nearly continuous data from 8 July through 

21 August (Higgins et al. 2006; Lang et al. 2007). Full-volume, 360° scans every 15 minutes at 

elevation angles of 0.8°, 1.3°, and 1.8° allowed for echo detection and rain rate estimation out to a 

range of 210 km.. A less common sector-scanning mode focused on specific precipitation features, with 

sector widths between 90° and 120° and elevation angles selected based on the proximity of the 

features to the radar, to provide increased temporal (and spatial) resolution of six to seven minutes for 
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36 cases at a maximum range of 150 km. In some cases, RHIs were included to complete the total 15-

minute scanning pattern, providing fine-scale vertical resolution of convection. Due to this improved 

temporal information, radar volumes used in this study were selected from these microphysical cases, 

comprising about 95 hours of total scanning time. It is necessary to note that these approximate 100 

hours of scanning time were likely focusing on interesting, intense cases, and neglects the weaker 

convection, especially over the SMO. For this reason, cases presented in this study represent more 

intense examples of convection compared to previous NAME studies.

Extensive quality control of the raw S-Pol data, discussed in detail in other NAME publications 

(Lang et al. 2007, 2009), involved calibration of the power-based variables, removal of non-

meteorological and second-trip echo, attenuation correction, and correction for partial beam blockage.

Accuracy of reflectivity was +/-1 dBZ except in blocked regions. Differential phase (φDP) was filtered, 

based on a technique described by Hubbert and Bringi (1995), in order to calculate specific differential 

phase (KDP) used for rainfall analyses and hydrometeor identification. The suite of radar variables used 

in this study included horizontal reflectivity (ZH), differential reflectivity (ZDR), providing information 

about oblateness of the hydrometeors, linear depolarization ratio (LDR) and the zero-lag cross-

correlation coefficient (ρHV(0)), which both aid in distinguishing between pure rain and mixtures of 

hydrometeors, and KDP. A more complete description of the polarimetric variables and their application 

to microphysical studies can be found in Bringi and Chandrasekar (2001). The corrected radar data was 

then gridded to Cartesian coordinates at a 1-km horizontal and 0.5-km vertical resolution using the 

program REORDER (Mohr 1986). Finally, using the gridded polarimetric variables (ZH, ZDR, KDP, LDR, 

ρHV(0)) and a mean temperature profile from Mazatlan during the field experiment, a hydrometeor 

classification algorithm, based on the methodology of Liu and Chandrasekar (2000) and described in 

detail by Tessendorf et al. (2005), was applied to determine the dominant hydrometeor type at each 

horizontal and vertical grid point.
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b. Cell identification and tracking

In order to objectively identify convection during NAME, a tracking algorithm, similar to that 

described by Gauthier et al. (2010), was applied to the gridded S-Pol radar data. This variation of the 

Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting (TITAN) program (Dixon and 

Wiener 1993) was used to locate and track individual cells throughout the S-Pol domain over the time 

period for each case. This technique, referred to as the centroid identification and tracking scheme, has 

been applied in previous studies to develop nowcasting algorithms using radar data (e.g., Crane 1979; 

Rosenfeld 1987; Dixon and Wiener 1993; Johnson et al. 1998). The strength of this method over others 

(e.g., cross-correlation tracking; Rinehart and Garvey 1979; Li et al. 1995) is its effectiveness in 

tracking individual, isolated storms, allowing for temporal evolution of cell characteristics to be 

investigated (Johnson et al. 1998). 

Prior to identifying cells, a composite reflectivity field was created by determining the 

maximum reflectivity within the vertical column at each grid point. At each time step, regions with 

composite reflectivity greater than 35 or 45 dBZ were defined as potential cells, and a unique index 

number was assigned to each of these cells. Although absent in the single-threshold TITAN algorithm 

presented by Dixon and Wiener (1993) and the tracking methodology used by Gauthier et al. (2010), 

the use of these multiple reflectivity thresholds has been implemented in the Storm Cell Identification 

and Tracking (SCIT) algorithm (Johnson et al. 1998), where it has been shown to improve 

identification of intense, embedded cells. The choice of using the specific thresholds of 35 and 45 dBZ 

was somewhat arbitrary; however, these values set a reasonable limit for convection (e.g., Demott and 

Rutledge 1998), thereby restricting the identification to convective-only elements. Sensitivity tests of 

these values have shown that lowering the threshold reduces the intensity and increases the size of the 

cells, with a greater number of apparent cell mergers (e.g., Dixon and Wiener 1993; Gauthier et al. 

2010). For this analysis, isolated cells were compared based on terrain elevation as opposed to 
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convective versus stratiform elements; therefore, the sensitivity of the reflectivity thresholds did not 

impact the results of this study. 

A minimum area threshold was also implemented to prevent tracking of any noise or clutter 

remaining in the gridded data. For this study, a two-pixel minimum (i.e., 2 km2) was required for cells 

identified by the 45-dBZ threshold, and, similar to the area threshold used in SCIT (Johnson et al. 

1998), potential cells with reflectivity greater than 35 dBZ had to contain at least ten grid points, 

corresponding to an area of 10 km2. This differs slightly from the 8-km2 threshold imposed by Gauthier 

et al. (2010), but both act to eliminate noisy pixels. For cells that met the reflectivity and area criteria, 

an ellipse-fitting method, described by Nesbitt et al. (2006), was used to estimate the major and minor 

dimensions of the identified cell. To focus this study on unorganized, isolated convection, a feature 

identification scheme was then applied to the cells. The identification of precipitating features during 

NAME is described in detail by Lang et al. (2007), and the classification of feature types, based on a 

scheme described by Rickenbach and Rutledge (1998), is explained by Pereira (2008) for this data set. 

Specifically, if the major axis of the cell’s fitted ellipse did not exceed 100 km, and if the aspect ratio 

between the major and minor axes of the convective areas was less than five to one (Bluestein and Jain 

1995), then the cell was considered sub-MCS, non-linear; these cells will be referred to as isolated 

convection in this study. This differs from previous NAME radar studies (e.g., Lang et al. 2007, 2010; 

Rowe et al. 2008) where convective partitioning was applied to reflectivity grids regardless of size or 

degree of organization. A later study will compare these observations of isolated convection to 

convective cells that exhibit mesoscale organization.

Initially all individual cells in the volume scan were assigned unique track numbers, and the 

cell’s position was recorded as the location of the reflectivity-weighted centroid. For the next radar 

volume, this initial location was used as the projected position of the track to be compared to the cell 

locations in the new volume. The distance between the projected center of the track and the center of 

the new cell was computed in both E-W and N-S directions, after which the angle between these 
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distances was used to convert the projected path to Cartesian coordinates. Finally, using the axis 

information from the initial ellipse, the projected ellipse was determined for the track. Similarly, this 

method tested whether the new cell's ellipse contained the projected center of the track. The mean 

movement of the track was then added to the previous reflectivity-weighted centroid at each subsequent 

time step to relate new cells to previously defined tracks. If more than one possible track was identified 

for a given cell, a merger of cells was noted, and the cell with the peak reflectivity dominated the cell in 

the merger. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 1, where a merger is evident between cells 144 and 

146 at time 2209 UTC to form cell 158 at time 2217 UTC. In this case, cell 158 would be considered 

part of the same track as cell 144 (the cell with higher reflectivity), and the track associated with cell 

146 would be terminated. Also, if several new cells were associated with an existing track, this scenario 

was classified as a split. Any new cells that did not correspond to a previous track were given a new 

track number such that all cells in a volume were associated with a specific track. This method created 

some complications for evaluating a cell’s lifetime, as it needed to be determined if the initial (final) 

point of a cell’s track was representative of the growing (decaying) stage of the cell or if it resulted 

from a split (merger); however, especially for the case studies presented in this study, it proved useful 

for studying the evolution of individual convective cells.

c. Cell properties

Each grid point contained within the tracked cells was matched with the gridded polarimetric 

data at that location, and vertical cross sections of polarimetric variables were created through isolated 

cells to investigate their vertical characteristics. Echo top heights were estimated by the height of the 0 

dBZ reflectivity contour in each individually tracked cell. To aid in the microphysical analyses, ice and 

liquid water masses were also calculated for each cell based on the methodology described by Carey 

and Rutledge (2000) and Cifelli et al. (2002). Using a modified version of the Colorado State 

University blended polarimetric algorithm (Cifelli et al. 2002), near-surface rainfall rates were 
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computed for each cell location. Polarimetric-based equations for estimating rainfall, tailored to the 

NAME region, were applied to this radar data set in a similar manner as previous studies (e.g., Lang et 

al. 2007; Rowe et al. 2008). Applying this algorithm to all grid points within a cell allowed for mean 

and maximum rainfall rates to be calculated for each convective element. By relating these rainfall 

rates to hydrometeor characteristics within the cell, details about the microphysical processes occurring 

in this region could be described, as well as the specification of elevation-dependent trends and changes 

that occurred as the precipitating features evolved.

e. Topographic data

Topographic data was obtained from the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC), available 

on a 0.02° grid and was matched to the radar grids, as described in Lang et al. (2007). Maximum terrain 

height was determined within a 2-km area surrounding a particular grid point. This information was 

divided into four elevation groups: 0–1 km, 1–2 km, greater than 2 km, and water in order to remain 

consistent with NAME precipitation studies by Gochis et al. (2004) and Rowe et al. (2008). Our radar 

analysis is organized over these four elevation groupings.

3. Results 

a. Case Studies

In order to evaluate the relative roles of warm-rain and ice-based precipitation production, a 

case study approach was used to locate and describe the evolution of hydrometeors within isolated 

cells. Analysis of a cell in this manner required its entire lifecycle to be captured by S-Pol, and cases

were chosen over a range of topography. Although previous studies have noted differences in 

convection occurring over the water compared to that over land (i.e., Lang et al. 2010), this study will 

neglect cells over the Gulf of California because the frequency of occurrence of isolated convection 

over water was low (Fig. 2); the majority of these cells were associated with organized systems moving 
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off the coast during the early morning hours. The following sub-sections will describe a number of 

cases selected from the upper 25th percentile of tracks, in terms of echo top height, reflectivity, and 

maximum rainfall rate, within each elevation group to compare and contrast intense convection over a 

range of topography. Median values of properties from all tracked isolated cells are presented in Table 

1 to provide a basis for comparison for the following cases.

(1) COASTAL PLAIN

An intense example of isolated convection over low terrain (0–1 km) occurred on 10 July 2004. 

On this day, upper-level (200 hPa) northerly flow overlaid low-level (850 hPa) southwesterly flow in 

an environment with approximately 2000 J kg-1 of CAPE. The lack of any large-scale synoptic features 

influencing the area allowed for diurnally forced convection to dominate the precipitation totals, with 

convective initiation focused over the SMO during the afternoon. Additional convection formed over 

the lower terrain around 2130 UTC, with the cell of interest developing over a slightly elevated area on 

the coastal plain due to diurnal heating. The maximum rainfall rate for this cell was 81 mm h-1

compared to a median maximum rate of 36 mm h-1 for isolated cells over the low terrain (Table 1). 

Peak reflectivity of 59 dBZ exceeded the median value by 12 dBZ, and echo top heights also were 

above average, although the radar did not top this cell due to its proximity to the radar (approximately 

50 km).

An RHI from 2159 UTC (Fig. 3) provides a detailed view of the vertical structure and 

hydrometeor characteristics of this intense, isolated cell through analysis of the polarimetric data. This 

image highlights a mature cell with a deep, narrow reflectivity core of 50 dBZ reaching 10 km and a 

narrow column of ZDR > 1.5 dB extending 1-2 km above the melting level height of 5 km, commonly 

referred to as a positive ZDR column. Such ZDR columns imply the presence of supercooled raindrops 

lofted by strong updrafts (e.g., Illingworth et al. 1987), and have also been observed in numerous 

studies of convection including hail-producing, U.S. High Plains storms (e.g., Bringi et al. 1996; 
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Tessendorf et al. 2005), isolated cells in Florida (e.g., Jameson et al. 1996; Bringi et al. 1997) and 

Alabama (Fulton and Heymsfield 1991), intense convection over the Tiwi Islands (e.g., Carey and 

Rutledge 2000; Keenan et al. 2000), and convection in Amazonia (e.g., Cifelli et al. 2002). Typically, a 

region of enhanced LDR, known as an LDR “cap”, is observed above the ZDR column due to the rapid 

freezing of supercooled drops and subsequent acquisition of a water-coat due to collisions with liquid 

drops (e.g., Bringi et al. 1996). Jameson (1983) noted the presence of the LDR cap atop positive ZDR

columns in the inflow side of a cell, indicating the process in which raindrops within the column likely 

grew initially via the collision-coalescence process. As updrafts increase, supercooled drops are lofted 

above the melting level into colder environments, allowing the drops to freeze and serve as embryos for 

rapid accretional growth. This process can be inferred from Fig. 3 with LDR values increasing to –16 dB 

above the ZDR column, likely due to the existence of wetted, aspherical ice particles (e.g., graupel). 

Values of ρHV(0) are lower in this region compared to the surrounding areas (0.9–0.92), further 

indicating the coexistence of liquid and frozen drops and a dispersion of particle shapes. 

A series of vertical cross-sections through this cell (Figs. 4a-d) from 2146 UTC through 2209 

UTC places the previously described RHI in the context of the cell evolution. The initial occurrence of 

the ZDR column (Fig. 4a) coincided with the presence of the LDR cap (Fig. 5a), indicating the lofting of 

raindrops above the melting level and production of graupel and small hail. Subsequent melting of 

these large ice hydrometeors can be inferred from the local maximum in KDP, with values exceeding 2° 

km-1 below the melting level (Fig. 4a). Indeed, the HID identified a large region of hail at this time 

(Fig. 5b), further suggesting the riming processes implied from the ZDR and LDR fields. This, however, 

was short-lived as the large ice hydrometeors rapidly fell out, melted, and continued to produce 

enhanced KDP below the melting level at 2152 and 2202 UTC (Figs. 4b,c). At 2202 UTC, the ZDR

column was no longer present, suggesting a weakening of the updraft, and by 2209 UTC (Fig. 4d), the 

core had descended with maximum KDP near the surface, marking the decaying stage of the cell.
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This particular example showed that in addition to coalescence, mixed-phase processes played a 

role in rainfall production in this intense convective cell via drop freezing and subsequent riming 

growth, similar to processes described in tropical cumulonimbi (e.g., Takahashi 1990; Takahashi and 

Kuhara 1993). Similar results were also presented from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 

Large-Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere (TRMM-LBA) experiment in Amazonia, where lofting of 

supercooled rainwater into the mixed phase zone and the resulting production of large amounts of 

precipitation ice via drop freezing was observed in convection occurring during the easterly regime 

(Cifelli et al. 2002). In addition, this process was noted during the Maritime Continent Thunderstorm 

Experiment (MCTEX) over the Tiwi Islands where analysis of a lightning-producing cell showed the 

importance of freezing of supercooled raindrops as an important source of precipitation-sized ice in 

tropical convection (Carey and Rutledge 2000).

(2) WESTERN SLOPES

Over the western slopes of the SMO (1–2 km), where rainfall rates tended to be maximized 

relative to the other terrain elevations, the vertical structure of intense, isolated convection was similar 

to cells over the coastal plain. One example, representing an intense cell in this elevation group, 

developed and persisted over the western slopes about 60 km to the northeast of S-Pol during the 

evening of 18 August 2004. Maximum rainfall rates for this cell exceeded 100 mm h-1, compared to the 

median maximum rate over the western slopes of 33 mm h-1.  Echo tops reached 15.5 km, compared to 

a median of 13 km, and the peak reflectivity of 53 dBZ exceeded the median by 7 dBZ. At 0000 UTC 

19 August, a vertical cross section through this feature (Fig. 6a) shows a relatively shallow cell with 

weak reflectivity and low KDP (0.5º km-1). The HID at this time (Fig. 6b) identified graupel; however, 

these hydrometeors were limited to below 7 km during this early stage of development. Fifteen minutes 

later, the radar echo top of the cell reached 15 km (Fig. 6c) with graupel up to 11 km (Fig. 6d). This 

rapid growth, coincident with the increasing abundance of graupel, suggests a rapid glaciation process, 
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where the rise in echo top results from the release of the latent heat of fusion (e.g., Cotton and Anthes 

1989).

An RHI was not available for this cell; therefore, the use of contoured frequency by altitude 

diagrams (CFADs) of reflectivity and differential reflectivity was employed to provide an additional 

method for evaluating microphysical processes (Yuter and Houze 1995). In particular, the key feature 

of the reflectivity CFAD involves the onset of diagonalization of the mode of the joint frequency 

distribution of reflectivity with height, which indicates the fallout of large hydrometeors and

termination of accretional growth processes; in addition, the slope of the ZDR CFAD reveals 

information about the corresponding drop sizes. Figure 7 shows CFADs of Z (left) and ZDR (right) for 

the previously described example over a selection of times throughout the cell’s evolution. The abrupt 

vertical growth of the cell between 0000 and 0015 UTC is also seen in these plots (Figs. 7a,c), with 

reflectivities of 30 dBZ reaching 14 km at the latter time. In the lower levels, the mode of reflectivity 

shifts from 35 to 45 dBZ during this 15-minute interval, with a local maximum in frequency just 

beneath the melting level at 0015 characteristic of melting ice hydrometeors. This corresponds to the 

elevated maxima in reflectivity and KDP greater than 1º km-1 seen in the vertical cross section (Fig. 6b), 

indicating the melting of graupel following the rapid glaciation of the system. In addition, the 

occurrence of negative ZDR at 0000 UTC above the melting level indicates the presence of large ice 

hydrometeors, which are likely forming due to the freezing of drops and subsequent riming. This 

coincides with the rapid growth of the cell due to glaciation, as previously described, and the shift in 

the peak and range of ZDR values in the low levels from 0000 UTC (Fig. 7b) to 0015 UTC (Fig. 7d) 

emphasizes the contribution to rainfall of melting ice. 

By 0100 UTC, the reflectivity core and largest KDP values had lowered to near cloud base (Fig. 

6e), coincident with the peak rainfall rate of 100 mm h-1. The reflectivity CFAD at this time (Fig. 7e) 

shows a broader range of low-level reflectivity values, extending from 0 to 55 dBZ, further indicating a 

descending core. Similar to the reflectivity CFAD analysis of Yuter and Houze (1995), this shift in the 
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distribution indicates the mature stage of the cell, where fewer new particles were being injected into 

the upper levels of the cell and the large, more reflective ice particles were falling out and melting. This 

also corresponds to a wide range of ZDR values below the melting level (Fig. 7f), which suggest 

contributions from both large and small drops to the rain-water mass. At 0130 UTC, the final time of 

the cell’s track, increased diagonalization is apparent in the reflectivity CFAD (Fig. 7g), indicating the 

demise of dominant accretional growth and suggesting a weakening of the main updraft (e.g., Zeng et 

al. 2001). In addition, the peak in frequency of ZDR (Fig. 7h) at low levels shifts to lower values, 

signifying a reduced contribution from large, melting hydrometeors to the rainfall and likely the break 

up of larger drops. Similar to the cell over the coastal plain, this case highlights a process in which the 

lofting of supercooled water above the melting level, subsequent accretional growth leading to graupel 

formation, and the melting of the ice hydrometeors contributed to intense rainfall. This convective 

microphysical scenario, discussed in other studies regarding tropical convection (i.e., MCTEX, Carey 

and Rutledge 2000; TRMM-LBA, Cifelli et al. 2002), was also conceptually described in the tropical-

like convection of the Fort Collins flood (Petersen et al. 1999) as an “accumulation zone” model of 

precipitation production through a coupling of warm-rain and ice-particle accretion processes.

(3) SMO

Reduced rainfall intensity, frequently observed over the higher terrain of the SMO (relative to 

lower terrain), has been related to shallower warm-cloud depths compared to the coastal plain (Rowe et 

al. 2008), as well as to an overall reduced amount of precipitation-sized ice aloft (Nesbitt et al. 2008; 

Lang et al. 2010).  To further investigate these potential differences in microphysical processes, several 

examples of average, isolated cells over the SMO (> 2 km) were selected from 14 August 2004 located, 

on average, between 90 and 100 km from S-Pol; a day characterized by scattered afternoon convection. 

Figure 8 shows the presence of graupel as identified by the HID algorithm from three cells on this day. 

In general, the vertical extent of graupel in these cells was limited to below 10 km, compared to 15 km 
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over the lower elevations. This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that cells over the higher 

terrain had a shallower depth of precipitation-sized ice compared to the convection over the coastal 

plain (Nesbitt et al. 2008).

A vertical cross section through one of these isolated cells over the SMO provides further 

evidence for reduced warm-cloud depth and overall shallower convection over the high terrain (Fig. 9). 

Radar echo tops extended to 12 km during this mature stage of the cell, but with a 30-dBZ contour 

below 8 km, as well as KDP values lower than 1º km-1, possibly due to reduced precipitation water mass 

below the melting level or to the lack of large drops resulting from less precipitation-sized ice. This cell 

also lacked a ZDR column; a feature observed in intense cells over lower elevations. The absence of this 

characteristic, along with the reduced vertical extent of graupel throughout the cell, suggests lesser 

emphasis on riming processes in addition to a reduced role of collision-coalescence below the melting 

level. Reflectivity CFADs for two mature cells on this day (Figs. 10 a,b) show increased 

diagonalization compared to the mature, isolated cell over the western slopes, implying more dominant 

accretional processes in cells occurring over lower elevations. In addition, the reflectivity mode of 35 

dBZ is lower than that over the coastal plain, indicating overall weaker convection. These observations 

suggest that in addition to the shallower warm-cloud cloud depth in isolated cells over the higher 

terrain, a reduced dependence on riming in these cells contributed to lower median rainfall rates.

Despite the shallower coalescence zone and reduction in graupel aloft in the examples from 14 

August, the potential for higher elevations to receive brief periods of intense rainfall was also 

prevalent. One particularly intense example occurred on 20 July 2004 around 2015 UTC, when the cell 

of interest developed over the higher terrain above 2 km, and gradually moved westward toward the 

slopes prior to dissipation. A vertical cross section through the cell at this time highlights a deep cell 

with radar echo extending to 17 km (compared to the median height of 13 km) and the 30-dBZ 

reflectivity contour approaching 15 km (Fig. 11). ZDR values greater than 2 dB and KDP exceeding 1º 

km-1 indicate heavy rainfall due to large, oblate hydrometeors; maximum rainfall rates for this cell were 
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80 mm h-1, compared to the median of 29 mm h-1 for cells over the SMO. The reflectivity CFAD from 

2015 UTC (Fig. 12a) shows less diagonalization compared to the previous SMO cases, suggesting a 

greater role of accretion similar to the lower-elevation examples. Fifteen minutes later (Fig. 12b), 

however, an increase in diagonalization occurs, beginning with a substantial increase in reflectivity 

aloft. Similar to the analysis by Zeng et al. (2001), this top-down movement of diagonalization suggests 

that accretional processes weakened first in the upper levels of the storm where available cloud water 

was likely depleted more quickly at these colder temperatures compared to lower levels of the cell. 

The only considerable difference between this intense SMO cell and the strong cells described 

over the lower elevation groups was the reduction in warm-cloud depth. Similar results were described 

in the Tibetan Plateau region, where convection tended to be maximized upstream of the Himalayas, 

yet deep convection, with 40-dBZ echo extending above 10 km, was observed over the high terrain of 

the Plateau despite reduced depth below the melting level (e.g., Houze et al. 2007). This example also 

coincides with the study by Nesbitt et al. (2008), who also suggested a potentially important role for 

ice-based microphysical processes over the high terrain.

The examples described above, encompassing a range of topography, highlighted a 

dependence of mixed-phase microphysical processes in intense cells over all elevations. The previously 

noted reduction in warm-cloud depth and shallower convection typically discussed in earlier NAME 

studies of SMO convection is also evident in these examples, leading to a reduced role of collision-

coalescence and resultant smaller rainfall rates compared to over the low terrain. However, an intense 

cell over the high terrain exhibited characteristics similar to those over the coastal plain, with deep 

cores and polarimetric signatures indicative of large ice hydrometeors above the melting level. In order 

to place these intense examples within the larger context of all NAME isolated cells from the 

microphysical scans, a series of statistics based on the polarimetric radar data were computed for the 

elevation groups. These statistics are now described.
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b. Average cell characteristics

(1) RAINFALL RATE AND ECHO TOP HEIGHTS

Previous results from NAME (e.g., Gochis et al. 2006, 2007; Lang et al. 2007; Nesbitt et al. 

2008; Rowe et al. 2008) emphasized a peak in rainfall intensity along the coastal plain and western 

slopes of the SMO, hypothesized to be linked to increased warm-cloud depth (Rowe et al. 2008), 

deeper convection (Nesbitt et al. 2008), and increased ice mass aloft (Lang et al. 2010) over the lower 

terrain. However, based on comparisons between 24-h and 15-min rainfall totals, Rowe et al. (2008) 

suggested that rainfall may be intense both over the coast and the higher terrain of the SMO, with a 

longer duration of heavy precipitation over the lower elevations. The potential for the higher terrain to 

receive brief periods of intense rainfall was also suggested from rain gauge observations (Gochis et al. 

2007) and was observed for one SMO case described in the previous section. Cumulative distribution 

functions (CDFs) of maximum instantaneous rain rate as a function of maximum terrain height are 

shown in Fig. 13a for all isolated cells identified in our study. There is a tendency for the most frequent 

occurrence of intense rainfall rates (> 50 mm h-1) to occur within cells over the slopes (1–2 km), 

consistent with previous results; however, there is considerably less separation between elevation 

groups compared to the distributions that include all precipitating features (i.e., also including 

mesoscale systems and organized convection) during NAME, shown in Fig. 2 of Rowe et al. (2008). 

This observation agrees with the hypothesis suggested from the case studies that isolated convection 

occurring during NAME has the potential to produce brief periods of intense rainfall regardless of the 

underlying topography.

Previous NAME studies (e.g., Nesbitt et al. 2008; Rowe et al. 2008) have also suggested a 

relationship between reduced rainfall intensity and lower echo top heights over the SMO for all 

precipitating features over the high terrain; however, when considering only isolated convection, 

selected examples of intense cells, as well as general rainfall statistics (Fig. 13a), showed that intense 
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instantaneous rainfall rates also occurred over the higher elevations. The next step was to relate echo 

top heights of each tracked isolated cell to these rainfall statistics and investigate any potential 

differences, or lack thereof, as a function of topography. First, Fig. 13b shows the CDF of maximum 

rainfall rates grouped by echo top height. From this figure, it is evident that the most intense rainfall 

rates are associated with the deepest convection (i.e., echo top heights greater than 11 km). The greater 

rainfall rates associated with shallow convection (0–5 km), compared to cells with echo tops in the 

range of 6–11 km, reflect the rain-out stage of cells and comprise only a small percentage of total cells 

(< 1%).

The presence of deep convection over the SMO, which subsequently produced intense rainfall, 

was noted in Section 3a. To investigate the frequency of occurrence for these intense cells, probability 

distribution functions of echo top heights, computed for each tracked cell as the maximum height with 

Z greater than 0 dBZ, as a function of elevation are displayed in Fig. 14. This plot shows that the most 

frequent echo top height observed for isolated cells over the SMO was 11 km, whereas the greatest 

percentage of low-terrain isolated cells extended to 14 km, suggesting a trend of shallower convection 

over the higher terrain that is consistent with previous results (e.g., Nesbitt et al. 2008; Rowe et al. 

2008). Nesbitt et al. (2008) suggested that echo height over the high terrain is limited by the lack of 

moisture available at cloud base compared to the lower elevations in proximity to the Gulf of 

California. However, despite this average tendency for taller echo tops over the low terrain, it is 

apparent that deep convection can occur over the SMO.

(2) POLARIMETRIC OBSERVATIONS

Consistent with the presence of graupel in the examples of convection over both the coastal 

plain and the SMO (Section 3a), results from Nesbitt et al. (2008) suggested that convection contained 

significant mixed-phase processes. Petersen et al. (1996) noted a relationship between the extension of 

the 30-dBZ contour above the melting level and lightning production, providing a minimum condition 
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for the possibility of lightning. However, a number of studies have linked a higher probability of 

lightning production in cells to the presence of 40-dBZ echo at or above the altitude of –10°C (Laksen 

and Stanbury 1974; Dye et al. 1989; Buechler and Goodman 1990; Michimoto 1991, 1993; Gremillion 

and Orville 1999; Vincent et al. 2003).  During NAME, the –10°C isotherm typically fell between 6.5 

and 7 km; it is therefore assumed that lightning production, and therefore inferred large supercooled 

and ice water contents, is associated with the extension of the 40-dBZ contour to at least 7 km. The 

CDF of maximum height of the 40-dBZ contour in cells (Fig. 15) shows that roughly 15% of cells over 

the lower terrain reach this threshold and more than 20% of cells over the SMO should have a high 

probability of lightning production. The larger percentage of isolated cells over the SMO with 40 dBZ 

extending to 7 km compared to over lower elevations is likely a reflection of the greater cloud-base 

heights over the higher elevations, although the differences between terrain bands are not significantly 

large. This plot does, however, highlight the likelihood of lightning production over all elevation 

groups.

Although the mixed-phase processes were inferred for precipitating features over all elevations, 

Nesbitt et al. (2008) speculated that the generally shallower convection of the SMO produced a smaller 

depth of precipitation-sized ice particles, which was seen in several examples of average SMO cells in 

Section 3a. In addition to reduced precipitation-ice mass over the SMO, Lang et al. (2010) also found a 

reduction in liquid water mass compared to lower terrain for all precipitating features, consistent with 

the shallower warm-cloud depth over the SMO (Rowe et al. 2008). To investigate differences in the 

relative amounts of precipitation liquid and precipitation ice for isolated convection during the 

microphysical scans, ice and water masses were summed over all grid points within each isolated cell 

identified and normalized by the volume of the cell. Cumulative distribution functions of these 

calculations are shown in Figs. 16a,b, which highlight increased ice mass associated with cells over the 

SMO, and a greater amount of water mass contained in cells over the lower terrain. The increased water 

mass in cells over lower elevations is consistent with results from Lang et al. (2010) and suggests a 
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greater role of warm-rain processes. The importance of collision-coalescence is also evident in the 

CDFs of water mass fraction (Fig. 16c), defined as the total precipitation water mass in a cell divided 

by the total accumulated water and ice mass, which highlights the greater precipitation liquid water 

fractions over the lower terrain for isolated cells. The reduced amount and depth of rain water in 

isolated convection over the SMO likely resulted from smaller warm cloud depths over the high terrain. 

Despite this reduced amount of moisture flux at cloud base for cells over the SMO, due to the higher 

LCL, peak ice mass, which occurred just above the melting level for all elevation groups, was greater 

compared to cells over lower terrain (Fig. 16d). Previous studies, such as Rosenfeld and Woodley 

(2003), have noted that a smaller warm cloud depth, implied by a higher cloud base height, reduces the 

depth through which warm rain processes can occur, leaving a greater relative supercooled liquid water 

available to the mixed phase zone. Therefore, it is likely that the shallower warm cloud depth in cells 

over the SMO limited the collision-coalescence process, allowing for a greater percentage of available 

moisture to be lofted above the melting level, leading to increased ice mass in convection over the 

higher terrain. 

In agreement with these results, Williams et al. (2007), using profiler data, suggested the 

importance of warm-rain processes at low elevations through evidence of DSD broadening below the 

melting level. In addition, Lang et al. (2010) noted larger drop sizes over the coastal plain relative to 

over the SMO. To investigate this further for isolated cells, probability distributions were created of 

maximum ZDR for portions of cells identified as rain (Fig. 17a). This plot not only shows a tendency for 

ZDR to be greater in cells over the low terrain, but the distribution is also wider compared to the higher 

elevations, suggesting a broader DSD and larger drop sizes over the coastal plain that is consistent with 

the previously described studies. The probability distribution for maximum KDP associated with liquid 

water in a cell (Fig. 17b) shows a tendency for KDP to be slightly greater over the lower terrain as well, 

in agreement with greater rainfall rates over these elevations. This trend likely reflects the larger drop 

sizes observed over the low terrain (Fig. 17a) due to melting of ice hydrometeors and the increased 
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precipitation water mass due to increased warm cloud depth associated with these cells (Fig. 16). Both 

processes would tend to increase KDP. 

Contoured frequency diagrams of ZDR and KDP for rain-only points within all isolated cells (Fig. 

18a-c) were constructed for each elevation group to further investigate possible differences in 

precipitation processes; contoured are the logarithm of normalized frequencies for the elevation group 

to emphasize the differences in the extremes; normalization here is in regards to total frequency. From 

these plots, in addition to the high KDP values associated with large ZDR, it is evident that for lower ZDR

(between 1 and 2 dB), KDP tends to be slightly higher over the lower elevations. This suggests a 

significant contribution to KDP, and therefore rain rates, from higher water contents of smaller drops in 

cells over the low terrain, and further emphasizes the importance of warm-rain processes compared to 

over the SMO. In addition, case studies in Section 3a highlighted the presence of ZDR columns in cells 

over the low terrain, implying the lofting of liquid water above the melting level, aiding in the growth 

of large ice hydrometeors. Figure 19 shows a CDF of ZDR for points located above the melting level 

highlighting a slightly greater fraction of positive ZDR at sub-freezing temperatures for cells over the 

low terrain, consistent with the more frequent observations of ZDR columns compared to over the SMO 

in the case studies. The presence of positive ZDR above the melting level over the SMO, however, is 

also evident in this plot, suggesting that although less common, isolated convection over the higher 

terrain produced significant ice mass due to riming, which subsequently melted, producing intense rain 

rates. This differs from the lower terrain where, in addition to ice-based processes, warm-rain 

microphysical processes are important for producing copious amounts of rainfall through the addition 

of higher rain-water contents.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

To address the difficulty of predicting warm-season rainfall associated with the North American 

monsoon, a comprehensive network of instrumentation was deployed in northwestern Mexico during 
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the summer of 2004. NCAR’s S-band, polarimetric radar (S-Pol) was used to investigate the location, 

size, and type of hydrometeors in individual cells during NAME. A cell identification and tracking 

algorithm was applied to the gridded radar fields during about 100 hours of microphysical scans to 

locate and track individual convective elements meeting prescribed reflectivity and area thresholds. 

Additional parameters were computed for the tracked cells, including ice and liquid water mass, and 

near-surface rainfall rates to relate the trends in precipitation intensity to hydrometeor characteristics 

within the cells. Only isolated cells over land were included for this study to begin to describe the 

elevation-dependent trends observed in this region.

Cases selected over the entire range of topography revealed deep cells and polarimetric 

signatures comparable to other studies of tropical (e.g., Carey and Rutledge 2000; Cifelli et al. 2002) 

and mid-latitude convection (e.g., Bringi et al. 1996; Tessendorf et al. 2005). Examples over the coastal 

plain highlighted deep, isolated convection with precipitation-sized ice extending at times to 15 km. 

The observance of ZDR columns in these cells indicated the lofting of supercooled water above the 

melting level, where an enhanced LDR “cap” above the column implied subsequent freezing to produce 

graupel, which grew rapidly via riming. This process has also been shown to be an important 

contributor to precipitation-sized ice in tropical convection (e.g., Carey and Rutledge 2000), as well as 

intense convection observed in the mid-latitudes (e.g., Fulton and Heymsfield 1991, Bringi et al. 1997; 

Zeng et al. 2001; Tessendorf et al. 2005). Contoured frequency by altitude diagrams (CFADs) of 

reflectivity for isolated cells over the western slopes of the SMO (1–2 km) also suggested a significant 

contribution from mixed-phase processes, where the observed lack of diagonalization in plots of CFAD 

reflectivity indicated dominant accretional processes, similar to that observed over the coastal plain. 

Peaks in ZH, ZDR, and KDP below the melting level throughout different stages of the cells’ lifetimes 

highlighted the combined roles of collision-coalescence and melting precipitation-sized ice in these 

isolated cells, where both warm-rain and ice-based processes obviously were important for producing 

intense rainfall. In addition, statistics including polarimetric information for isolated cells showed a 
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broader distribution of maximum ZDR in convection over the lower terrain, with a wide range of ZDR

also observed for a given KDP value, further indicating the combined roles of large, melting 

hydrometeors and increased liquid water due to deeper warm cloud depths, leading to intense rainfall in 

cells over lower elevations. 

A selection of average isolated cells over the SMO on 14 August 2004 showed shallower warm-

cloud depths, lower echo top heights, and a lesser vertical extent of graupel throughout the vertical 

column, all consistent with previous observations that included all precipitating features during NAME 

(e.g., Lang et al. 2007, 2010; Nesbitt et al. 2008; Rowe et al. 2008). The absence of ZDR columns and 

increased diagonalization for reflectivity frequency distributions in these few examples suggested a 

reduced contribution from riming processes, in addition to the reduction of collision-coalescence due to 

shallower warm-cloud depths. Despite the observation of strong upward motion over the SMO, 

Johnson et al. (2010) noted a lack of a moist column, where the lack of moisture available for latent 

heat release could likely explain the relative shallowness and reduced dependence on mixed-phase 

processes for rainfall production at the higher elevations. However, an example shown in Section 3a, as 

well as general statistics including polarimetric information from all isolated cells during the 

microphysical scans, supported the idea that short-lived, isolated convection over the SMO could 

produce intense rainfall despite the general tendency for weaker convection compared to over the lower 

elevations. One such example described an isolated cell that formed over the high terrain near the 

western slopes, producing heavy rainfall comparable to the low-terrain cases. Melting of large ice 

hydrometeors was noted, and an increased role of accretion above the melting level was inferred. The 

general statistics revealed increased ice mass in these particular cells over the SMO just above the 

melting level, further highlighting an important role of ice in producing intense rainfall during a 

number of cases over the higher elevations. 

These characteristics associated with intense convection over the SMO were similar to 

convection occurring over the high terrain of the Tibetan Plateau, where despite the tendency for the 
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most intense convective echo to be observed upstream of the Himalayas, deep, intense convection was 

occasionally observed over the high terrain of the Plateau, with truncated lower portions relative to 

cells over the lower elevations (Houze et al. 2007). The Houze et al. (2007) study also found that in this 

region, the intense convective echoes organized upscale in some cases to produce vertically erect, 

intense convective echo embedded within MCSs, which rarely occurred over the Plateau. Previous 

NAME studies (e.g., Lang et al. 2007) also noted the organization of intense convection over the SMO 

as cells moved towards the western slopes, similar to the Tibetan Plateau region. This process suggests 

a likely dependence of microphysical processes on degree of organization and will be the focus of a 

future study to further understand the relative roles of warm-rain and ice-based processes in convection 

during NAME.
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Table Captions

Table 1. Median values of specific variables for all isolated cells in a particular elevation group.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Gridded composite reflectivity (color-filled contours) for 2209 UTC (top) and 2217 UTC 

(bottom) on 10 July 2004. Tracking ellipses are shown in gray and associated cell numbers are 

identified by the bold, black numbers. Overlaid in black contours is topography at 0, 1, 2, and 3 km.

Fig. 2. Frequency of occurrence of isolated cells (shaded contours) at each grid location, where 

frequencies are normalized by the total number of isolated cells in the domain. Bold, black contours 

represent topography contoured at 0, 1, 2, and 3 km.

Fig. 3. RHI through an isolated cell at 2159 UTC on 10 July 2004 at a 118º azimuth angle. Variables 

from left to right, starting with the upper panel, include reflectivity (Z, dBZ), radial velocity (VR, ms-1),

differential reflectivity (ZDR, dB), correlation coefficient (ρHV), linear depolarization ratio (LDR, dB), 

differential phase (ΦDP, °), specific differential phase (KDP, ° km-1), and the hydrometeor identification 

(HID). The HID abbreviations correspond to the following: drizzle (DZ), rain (RN), dry snow (DS), 

wet snow (WS) ice (IC), low-density graupel (LG), high-density graupel (HG), and hail (HA). The 

solid black line at 5 km indicates the location of the melting level. Height is in km, and range is 

distance in km from S-Pol.

Fig. 4. Vertical cross section through the cell occurring on 10 July 2004 at the point of maximum 

reflectivity at a) 2146 UTC, b) 2152 UTC, c) 2202 UTC, and d) 2209 UTC. The x-axis represents the 

distance from S-Pol in km. Color-filled contours show KDP in ° km-1. Black contours show reflectivity 

at 0, 30, 40, and 50 dBZ, where the 40 and 50 dBZ contours are thickened. Values of ZDR are contoured 

in white for 1 dB (solid) and 2 dB (dashed). Terrain height is plotted at the bottom as a black contour. 

The solid black line at 5 km represents the average height of the melting level during this cell’s 

lifetime.
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Fig. 5. As in Fig. 4, except color-filled contours represent a) LDR (dB) and b) HID. The HID 

abbreviations are the same as described for Fig. 3.

Fig. 6. Vertical cross sections through the maximum reflectivity of a cell on 19 August 2004 at times 

a,b) 0000 UTC, c,d) 0015 UTC, e,f) 0100 UTC. The left panels show KDP (° km-1) in color contours, 

and the right panels show the HID, where the symbols are described in Fig 3. All other contours are as 

in Fig. 4.

Fig. 7. Contoured frequency by altitude diagrams of reflectivity (left) and differential reflectivity (right) 

associated with the cell on 19 August 2004 at 0000 UTC, 0015 UTC, 0100 UTC, and 0130 UTC. 

Frequencies are normalized by the total frequency in each height bin.

Fig. 8. Contours show the fraction of grid points at a particular height where the HID was identified as 

graupel for three isolated cells over the SMO on 14 August 2004.

Fig. 9. Vertical cross section through the maximum reflectivity of a cell occurring on 14 August 2004 

at 2215 UTC over the high terrain of the SMO. Color-filled contours represent KDP (° km-1), and the 

other contours are as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 10. Reflectivity CFADs for the mature stages of two separate isolated cells on 14 August 2004. 

Frequencies are contoured as in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 11. Vertical cross section through the maximum reflectivity of a cell occurring on 20 July 2004 at 

2015 UTC over the high terrain of the SMO. Color-filled contours represent KDP (° km-1), and the other 

contours are as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 12. Reflectivity CFADs for the mature stage of the isolated cell on 20 July 2004 at a) 2015 UTC 

and b) 2030 UTC. Frequencies are contoured as in Fig. 7.

Fig. 13. Cumulative distributions functions of maximum rainfall rate (mm h-1) for all isolated cells, 

partitioned by a) elevation groups and b) echo top height groups.

Fig. 14. Histogram of echo top heights (km), computed for each isolated cell, as a function of terrain 

height (km). Frequency represents the percentage of cells with the particular echo top height for the 

elevation group.

Fig. 15. Cumulative distribution functions of the maximum height of 40-dBZ reflectivity in isolated 

cells as a function of terrain height (km).

Fig. 16. Cumulative distribution functions as a function of terrain height (km) of a) water mass, b) ice 

mass, c) water mass fraction, and d) mean ice mass profile. Water and ice masses (g m-3) are 

normalized by the total number of points in cells.

Fig. 17. Probability distribution functions for maximum a) ZDR (dB) and b) KDP (° km-1) in isolated 

cells. These plots only include grid points in cells identified by the HID as rain and that occur below 

the melting level.
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Fig. 18. Contoured frequency diagrams of ZDR (dB) and KDP (° km-1) within portions of isolated cells 

identified as rain below the melting level. Plotted are the logarithms of frequencies normalized by the 

total frequency for the elevation group.

Fig. 19. Cumulative distribution functions for positive ZDR (dB) identified above the melting level in 

isolated cells.
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Table 1. Median values of specific variables for all isolated cells in a particular elevation group.

Elevation 

subset

# of 

unique 

tracks

Median 

maximum 

rain rate

(mm h-1)

Median 

lifetime 

(min)

Median 

water 

mass      

(g m-3)

Median 

ice mass      

(g m-3)

Median 

maximum 

Z

(dBZ)

Median echo 

top height 

(km)

0–1 km 488 35.7 29 0.33 0.05 47 12.5

1–2 km 366 33.2 30 0.30 0.06 45.5 13

>2 km 377 32.4 29 0.27 0.10 44 12.5
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Fig. 1. Gridded composite reflectivity (color-filled contours) for 2209 UTC (top) and 2217 UTC 

(bottom) on 10 July 2004. Tracking ellipses are shown in gray and associated cell numbers are 

identified by the bold, black numbers. Overlaid in black contours is topography at 0, 1, 2, and 3 km.
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Fig. 2. Frequency of occurrence of isolated cells (shaded contours) at each grid location, where 

frequencies are normalized by the total number of isolated cells in the domain. Bold, black contours 

represent topography contoured at 0, 1, 2, and 3 km. 
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Fig. 3. RHI through an isolated cell at 2159 UTC on 10 July 2004 at a 118º azimuth angle. Variables 

from left to right, starting with the upper panel, include reflectivity (Z, dBZ), radial velocity (VR, ms-1),

differential reflectivity (ZDR, dB), correlation coefficient (ρHV), linear depolarization ratio (LDR, dB), 

differential phase (ΦDP, °), specific differential phase (KDP, ° km-1), and the hydrometeor identification 

(HID). The HID abbreviations correspond to the following: drizzle (DZ), rain (RN), dry snow (DS), 

wet snow (WS) ice (IC), low-density graupel (LG), high-density graupel (HG), and hail (HA). The 

solid black line at 5 km indicates the location of the melting level. Height is in km, and range is 

distance in km from S-Pol.
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Fig. 4. Vertical cross section through the cell occurring on 10 July 2004 at the point of maximum 

reflectivity at a) 2146 UTC, b) 2152 UTC, c) 2202 UTC, and d) 2209 UTC. The x-axis represents the 

distance from S-Pol in km. Color-filled contours show KDP in ° km-1. Black contours show reflectivity 

at 0, 30, 40, and 50 dBZ, where the 40 and 50 dBZ contours are thickened. Values of ZDR are contoured 

in white for 1 dB (solid) and 2 dB (dashed). Terrain height is plotted at the bottom as a black contour. 

The solid black line at 5 km represents the average height of the melting level during this cell’s 

lifetime.
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Fig. 5. As in Fig. 4, except color-filled contours represent a) LDR (dB) and b) HID. The HID 

abbreviations are the same as described for Fig. 3.
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Fig. 6. Vertical cross sections through the maximum reflectivity of a cell on 19 August 2004 at times 

a,b) 0000 UTC, c,d) 0015 UTC, e,f) 0100 UTC. The left panels show KDP (° km-1) in color contours, 

and the right panels show the HID, where the symbols are described in Fig 3. All other contours are as 

in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 7. Contoured frequency by altitude diagrams of reflectivity (left) and differential reflectivity (right) 

associated with the cell on 19 August 2004 at 0000 UTC, 0015 UTC, 0100 UTC, and 0130 UTC. 

Frequencies are normalized by the total frequency in each height bin.
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Fig. 8. Contours show the fraction of grid points at a particular height where the HID was identified as 

graupel for three isolated cells over the SMO on 14 August 2004.
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Fig. 9. Vertical cross section through the maximum reflectivity of a cell occurring on 14 August 2004 at 

2215 UTC over the high terrain of the SMO. Color-filled contours represent KDP (° km-1), and the other 

contours are as in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 10. Reflectivity CFADs for the mature stages of two separate isolated cells on 14 August 2004. 

Frequencies are contoured as in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 11. Vertical cross section through the maximum reflectivity of a cell occurring on 20 July 2004 at 

2015 UTC over the high terrain of the SMO. Color-filled contours represent KDP (° km-1), and the other 

contours are as in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 12. Reflectivity CFADs for the mature stage of the isolated cell on 20 July 2004 at a) 2015 UTC 

and b) 2030 UTC. Frequencies are contoured as in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 13. Cumulative distributions functions of maximum rainfall rate (mm h-1) for all isolated cells, 

partitioned by a) elevation groups and b) echo top height groups.
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Fig. 14. Histogram of echo top heights (km), computed for each isolated cell, as a function of terrain 

height (km). Frequency represents the percentage of cells with the particular echo top height for the 

elevation group.
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Fig. 15. Cumulative distribution functions of the maximum height of 40-dBZ reflectivity in isolated 

cells as a function of terrain height (km).
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Fig. 16. Cumulative distribution functions as a function of terrain height (km) of a) water mass, b) ice 

mass, c) water mass fraction, and d) mean ice mass profile. Water and ice masses (g m-3) are 

normalized by the total number of points in cells.
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Fig. 17. Probability distribution functions for maximum a) ZDR (dB) and b) KDP (° km-1) in isolated 

cells. These plots only include grid points in cells identified by the HID as rain and that occur below 

the melting level.
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Fig. 18. Contoured frequency diagrams of ZDR (dB) and KDP (° km-1) within portions of isolated cells 

identified as rain below the melting level. Plotted are the logarithms of frequencies normalized by the 

total frequency for the elevation group.
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Fig. 19. Cumulative distribution functions for positive ZDR (dB) identified above the melting level in 

isolated cells.


